Determination of precipitation inhibitory potential of polymers from amorphous solid dispersions.
Precipitation inhibitory potential of polymers screened from precipitation study may be altered once it is formulated in amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs). Present study was embarked with an objective to determine whether the polymers retain the same inhibitory potential after formulating them into ASDs. Screening of polymers was based on a new dimensionless parameter 'Supersaturation Holding Capacity (SHC)' calculated from the precipitation study. Nifedipine ASDs were formulated using HPMC E3 and HPMC E50 (high SHC values), and HPMC K100M, PVP K25, and HPC M (low to moderate SHC values). Generated ASDs were characterized by DSC, FTIR, and PXRD and evaluated for stability under accelerated conditions (40˚C and 75% RH) for 6 months. Thermal analysis of the ASDs and theoretical prediction of the glass transition temperature (Tg) suggested a linear dependency of Tg on the content of HPMC E3 and HPMC E50. Under accelerated stability conditions, all ASDs of nifedipine with HPMC E3 and HPMC E50 (except ASDs with 70% drug load) were stable, which could be attributed to the molecular level dispersion of the drug in these polymers. SHC parameter calculated from the apparent solubility profile gave following rank order HPMC E50 (3.4) > HPMC E3 (3.2) > HPMC K100M (1.29) > PVP K25 (1.09) > HPC M (0.99). SHC calculated from the apparent solubility profile of ASDs demonstrated good agreement between the solution state and solid state screening of the polymers for precipitation inhibition. During dissolution study, nearly four-fold enhancement has been observed with ASDs comprising HPMC E3 and HPMC E50. The outcome of the study concluded that SHC can be a promising parameter in the screening of polymers for the development of the ASDs.